
Activity: Whistle Signal for Safety  

Resource: Whistle Signals 

Modified from Girl Guiding by Lord Baden-Powel (1938) 

Whistle Signals  
1. One long blast means “Silence”, “Alert”; 

“Look out for my next signal”. 

 

2. A succession of short, sharp blasts 

means “Rally”, “Close in”, “Come 

together”, “Fall in”. 

 

3. A succession of long, slow blasts means 

“Go out”, “Get farther away”, or 

“Advance”, “Extend,” “Scatter”. 

 

4. A succession of alternating short and 

long blasts means “Alarm”, “Look out”, 

“Be ready”. 

 

5. Three short blasts followed by one long 

one means “Leaders come here” – used 

to summon patrol leaders. 
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